
Category Name Description Clinically 
validated

Whole exome for inherited disorders Twist Comprehensive Exome panel. Yes

Whole exome for tumor tissue Twist exome on FFPE or fresh frozen tumor samples and paired normal samples. No
RNA-seq for tumor tissue RNA sequencing on fresh frozen samples. No
Whole genome sequencing PCR free whole genome sequencing for cancer or inherited disorders. No

Colon cancer panel HaloPlex based resequencing of all coding exons of 13 genes + 15 markers 
associated with colorectal cancer. 

Yes

Lung cancer panel HaloPlex based resequencing of all coding exons of 18 lung cancer related genes. Yes

GIST/melanoma panel HaloPlex based resequencing of hotspot regions of 8 genes associated with various 
solid tumor types, including GIST, melanoma, lung and colon. 

Yes

BRCA1/BRCA2 panel Multiplex PCR (Accel-Amplicon) based resequencing of all coding exons of BRCA1 
and BRCA2. 

Yes

cfDNA, EGFR pathway panel Multiplex PCR (Accel-Amplicon) based resequencing of hotspot mutations in EGFR , 
KRAS , NRAS and BRAF , on cell free circulating DNA. 

Yes

cfDNA, lung cancer panel
Multiplex PCR (Accel-Amplicon) based resequencing of hotspot mutations in 17 
lung cancer related genes, on cell free circulating DNA. Yes

TruSight Oncology 500 (TSO500) 
panel

Comprehensive genomic profiling (Illumina). DNA capture 523 genes, RNA capture 
55 genes. FFPE and fresh frozen tissue. SNP, indel, CNV, fusion genes, MSI and 
TMB analysis.

Yes

Archer Myeloid panel Multiplex PCR (Archer VariantPlex) based resequencing of 75 genes associated with 
myeloid malignancies.

No

Twist myeloid panel Twist Bioscience Myeloid panel (195 genes). Yes
Swift myeloid panel Swift Biosciences Myeloid panel (30 genes). No
Archer Heme fusion gene panel Archer FusionPlex based detection of fusions of 87 genes (RNA based). Yes

Craniosynostosis panel In silico panel of 19 genes connected to craniosynostosis extracted from Twist 
exome.

Yes

Rasopathies panel In silico panel of 19 genes connected to Rasopathies extracted from Twist exome. Yes

Connective tissue disorder panel In silico panel of 42 genes connected to connective tisue disorders extracted from 
Twist exome.

Yes

Thrombocytopenia panel In silico panel of 66 genes connected to thrombocytopenia extracted from Twist 
exome.

Yes

Arrythmia panel In silico panel of 38 genes connected to Arrhythmia extracted from Twist exome. Yes

Ichthyosis panel In silico panel of 71 ichthyosis and palmoplantar keratosis genes extracted from 
Twist exome. 

Yes

Inherited hematology panel In silico panel of 111 genes connected to inherited hematological malignancies 
extracted from Twist exome.

Yes

Epidermolysis bullosa panel
In silico panel of 21 genes connected to Epidermolysis bullosa extracted from Twist 
exome.

Yes

CADASIL panel In silico panel of NOTCH3 extracted from Twist exome. Yes
Sotos panel In silico panel of NSD1 and NFIX extracted from Twist exome. Yes
NanoString lung cancer fusion gene 
panel

Detection of ALK, RET and ROS1 fusion genes + MET exon 14 skipping (RNA based). Yes

NanoString breast cancer Prosigna Molecular subtyping of breast cancer and risk score for recurrence. Yes
NanoString predesigned panels E.g. PanCancer immune profiling panel, PAM50, BC360 (RNA based). No

Digital PCR Sensitive detection of specific genetic variants using Bio-Rad droplet digital PCR. 
Over 200 validated assays including cancer hotspots and fusion genes.

Yes

Digital PCR plasma EGFR, KRAS and cusomized probes on request. No

sRCA Sensitive detection of specific genetic variants using super rolling circle 
amplification. Validated assays for cancer hotspots. No

Lymfotrack Detection of clonal rearrangements in leukemias. Yes

BCR-ABL1 PacBio Detection of resistance mutations in BCR-ABL1 fusion gene using Pacific 
Biosciences long-read sequencing. 

Yes

Non Invasive Prenatal Test (NIPT) Illumina NIPT test of plasma samples Yes

Tissue processing (solid tumors) 
All tissue processing prior to DNA extraction, including sectioning, staining, slide 
scanning and determination of tumor cell content. Only in connection to other 
services.

Cell separation Antibody-based cell separation. Only in connection with other services.
NGS consulting Consultation in matters regarding NGS. 
Bioinformatics support Assistance with standard and tailored bioinformatic analyses.
Clinical interpretation Clinical interpretation of variants is provided for clinically validated methods.

Development projects The facility can undertake collaborative projects aimed at improved molecular 
diagnostics. 

Please contact us for further information about our services and how to set up a project. 

Eva Berglund, project coordinator
Phone: 070-167 97 45
Email: eva.berglund@scilifelab.uu.se
https://cgu.igp.uu.se
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